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Planning of Studies

Statistical thinking for Big Data
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!

!

!

!

Hoerl et al. (2014) Applying statistical thinking to ‘Big
Data’ problems. Wiley Interdisciplinary Review in
Computational Statistics. 

Lazer et al. (2014) The parable of Google flu: traps in
big data analysis. Science, 14 March

Paul, et al. (2014) Twitter improves influenza
forecasting. PLOS Current Outbreaks, 28 October

Planning of studies: surveys, experiments, observational
studies. Cox & Donnelly, Principles of Applied Statistics
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Applying Statistical
Thinking to ‘Big Data’
problems


Applying Statistical
Thinking to ‘Big Data’
problems
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Text


The world is
`shifting from
causation to
correlation’


Some warnings


!

!

!

!

!

Duke Genomics Center: “forensic bioinformatics” (Baggerly & Coombes, AOAS ’09)

Lehman Brothers analytic models to predict defaults
“implicit assumption that the future would behave like
the past”

Amazon automatic pricing: The Making of a Fly
$1,730,045 -> $23,698,656 -> $106

Netflix Prize: “the additional accuracy gains … did not
seem to justify the engineering effort”

(Google flu trends -- Lazer et al.)
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Statistical thinking

!

All work occurs in a system of interconnected processes


!

Variation exists in all processes


!

!

Understanding and reducing variation are keys to
success

Building blocks: 

•Problem

statement; Process understanding; Analysis
strategy; Sources of variation; Quality of data;
Domain knowledge; Modeling process; Sequential
approach


Data quality

!
!

80% of data science is ‘data wrangling’

Missing data, outliers, mis-measurements, coding
errors, ...


!

Keeping track of data manipulations -- 99 for NA, e.g.


!

Automated ‘cleaning’ -- filters should be well understood


!

Observational studies vs randomized experiments
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Domain knowledge

!
!

!

Actionable conclusions

Example in nutrition: a designed experiment that shows
eating a particular food consistently leads to elevated
blood pressure could be ‘actionable’

An observational study that indicated a correlation
would be of interest, but not likely actionable 





Analysis strategies

!

!

!

!
!

Prediction on a test set is often not adequate for
understanding

Test sets are typically subsamples of original data set;
can’t incorporate changes over time

Model validation requires ongoing evaluation, including
applicati

on to new data sets collected under different conditions

What scientific questions can this data set help to
answer?


!

As opposed to ‘what is the best model for this data?’ 


!

“A model is a how, not a what”
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GFT overestimation.GFT overestimated the prevalence of flu in the 2012–2013
season and overshot the actual level in 2011–2012 by more than 50%.

David Lazer et al. Science 2014;343:1203-1205

Published by AAAS
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Lazer et al

!

!
!

!

!

!

initial version (2009) found best matches among 50m
search terms, to fit 1152 data points
part flu detector, part winter detector

updated in 2009; but persistently over-estimated flu
prevalence

errors not randomly distributed: temporal
autocorrelation + seasonality

errors large than those using 2-week lagged data from
CDC

but errors in both can be reduced by combining


Lazer et al
Reasons


!

!

!

!
!

all empirical research stands on a foundation of
measurement

is the instrumentation capturing the theoretical
construct of interest?

is measurement stable and comparable across cases and
time?

are measurement errors systematic?

in improving its service to customers, Google is also
changing the data-generating process
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Lazer et al
Lessons


!
!

!

!

failure of transparency and replicability
use Big Data to understand the unknown, (e.g. local level
predictions)

the (search) algorithms are continually changing, both
for science and for the business model

size isn’t everything! perhaps it’s time we focussed on an
“all data revolution”


Significance Magazine, from Financial Times, 
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Harford on GFT

!

!

!

!

Google engineers weren’t trying to figure out what
caused what. They were merely finding statistical patter
figuring out what is correlated with what is much
cheaper and easier

possible the news had many stories about flu in Dec 2012
that provoked internet searches

or that Google’s own search algorithm moved the
goalposts





Updates

!

!

Oct 31, 2014: from Google
“Google Flu Trends gets a brand new engine”

Oct 28, 2014 “Twitter improves influenza
forecasting”

1

Paul MJ, Dredze M, Broniatowski D. Twitter Improves Influenza Forecasting. 

PLOS Currents Outbreaks. 2014 Oct 28. Edition 1. 

doi: 10.1371/currents.outbreaks.90b9ed0f59bae4ccaa683a39865d9117.
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Updates

!

!

!

!

initialize our model by health-related tweets, conditionally on
the available information about location and sociodemographics of a Twitter user

simulate possible scenarios of infection spread via the
population network

but, (Harford): “Twitter users are not representative of the
population as a whole. (According to the Pew research
project, in 2013, US-based Twitter users were
disporportionately young, urban or suburban, and black.)”

and, “Statisticians are scrambling to develop new methods to
seize the opportunity of big data. Such new methods are
essential but they will work by building on the old statistical
lessons, not by ignoring them”
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Planning of Studies
Cox & Donnelly 2011


General Concepts
!

!


















Chapter 1


the need for statistical analysis typically arises from the presence of unexplained
and haphazard variation; a combination of natural variability and measurement or
other error (e.g. blood pressure)

the “ideal sequence”: 

!

formulation of research questions, 


!

search for relevant data; 


!

design and implementation of investigations to obtain appropriate data; 


!

analysis of the data; 


!

interpretation of the results


!

an extreme departure: a large body of data become available


!

various methods may uncover possible relationships of interest


!

conclusions likely to be tentative and in need of independent confirmation


General Concepts



!

!
!

!

!















Chapter 1

it is essential to be clear at the design stage broadly
how the data are to be analysed

because conclusions are publicly more convincing

reduces the chance that the data cannot be
satisfactorily analysed

it will often be unrealistic and potentially dangerous to
follow an initial plan unswervingly

in major studies with long time frames it will be wise to
list the possible data configurations that might arise
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What are the principles of applied statistics?


















Chapter 1


!

!

!
!

!
!

formulation and clarification of focused research questions of
subject-matter importance

design of individual investigations and sequences of
investigations that produce secure answers and open new
possibilities

production of effective and reliable measurement procedures

development of simple (or if-needed not-so-simple) methods of
analysis

effective presentation of conclusions

structuring analyses to facilitate their interpretation in
subject-matter terms


Design of Studies
















Chapter 2


Common objectives

!

!

!

!

to avoid systematic error, that is distortion in the
conclusions arising from sources that do not cancel out in
the long run

to reduce the non-systematic (random) error to a
reasonable level by replication and other techniques

to estimate realistically the likely uncertainty in the
final conclusions

to ensure that the scale of effort is appropriate
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Design of Studies
















Chapter 2


Types of study

!

!

!
!

experiment: investigator has complete control over treatment
assignment 

observational study

!

sample surveys


!

retrospective and prospective studies


!

secondary analysis of available data


census

meta-analysis: statistical assessment o fa collection of studies
on the same topic 







Design of Studies
















Chapter 2


Avoidance of systematic error

!

!

!

!

!

distortion in the conclusions arising from irrelevant
sources that do not cancel out in the long run

can arise through the measuring process, or from the
spatial or temporal arrangement of units 

which can often be avoided by design, or adjustment in
the analysis

can arise by the entry of personal judgment into some
aspect of the data collection or analysis

can be avoided by randomization and blinding
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Design of Studies
















Chapter 2


Control and estimation of random error

!

!

statistical analysis is particularly important in investigations
in which haphazard variation plays an important role

we can lessen the impact of haphazard variation by:

!
!

!

use of artificially uniform material

arranging that the comparisons of main interest compare
like with like 


!

inclusion of background variables


!

replication


these may impact generalizability, so depend on the context







Design of Studies
















Chapter 2


Scale of effort

!
!
!

!

!

how big should my sample be?

var(ȳ1 ȳ2 ) = 2
key observation:


2

/m

if the standard error of the most important
comparison is to be less than
c, then need 

m ⇡ 2 2 /c2

c will be to some extent determined by the
magnitude of differences of interest

note much simpler than considering power of a
test
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Design of Studies
















Chapter 2


Factorial Principle

!

!

it is often useful, even beneficial, to investigate several
different aspects of a system simultaneously

the classical experiment of this type is a factorial
experiment


Block 

 b 

ac

1

! example: 3 factors,

experimental units


c

abc

a

each
at two
levels,
24 bc


ab


Block 2

 abc


a


ac


ab


1


bc


b


c




 3

 a

Block

c


ac


bc


1


b


abc


ab





Sample Surveys 


!
!












Chapter 3


target population

goal is to estimate one or more features of the
population


!

example: election polls


!

example: Labour Force Survey


!

example: National Household Survey
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YouGov has recruited a huge online panel of
360,000 adults to take its surveys, but…
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Sample Surveys 













Chapter 3


Key concepts:

!

target population


!

sampling frame – implicit or explicit list of population members


!

randomized selection of samples from the population

!

to avoid systematic error


!

as a basis for inference about the population


y1 ,

. . . , y

 n

!

SRS: sample

!

Total in population estimated by






population


y1 , . . . , y N




n
NX
yi = N ȳ
n i=1




Sample Surveys 













Chapter 3


Improving precision

!

stratification: population 


!

sample sizes: 


! 


SRS within strata


!

Total in population estimated by





!

!

N1 , . . . , N h

n1 , . . . , n h



X Nh
h,i

nh

yhi

also possible to adjust sample means using auxiliary variables, either by
matching the means, or by regression

similar to randomized block design 
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Sample Surveys 













Chapter 3


More complex strategies

!

multi-stage cluster sampling


!

panel studies over time – rotating in and out 


!

sampling without a frame

!

genetics of rare human diseases – probands


!

hard to reach populations – snowball sampling


!

capture-recapture sampling


!

selective data collection





Canadian Labour Force Survey



















•

This is a sample survey with a cross-sectional design.


The LFS uses a probability sample that is based on a stratified multi-stage design.
Each province is divided into large geographic stratum. The first stage of sampling
consists of selecting smaller geographic areas, called clusters, from within each
stratum. The second stage of sampling consists of selecting dwellings from within
each selected cluster.


The LFS uses a rotating panel sample design so that selected dwellings remain in the
LFS sample for six consecutive months. Each month about 1/6th of the LFS sampled
dwellings are in their first month of the survey, 1/6th are in their second month of
the survey, and so on. One feature of the LFS sample design is that each of the six
rotation groups can be used as a representative sample by itself.


Within selected dwellings, basic demographic information is collected for all
household members. Labour force information is collected for all civilian household
members who are aged 15 and over.


Recently, the monthly LFS sample size has been approximately 56,000 households,
resulting in the collection of labour market information for approximately 100,000
individuals. It should be noted that the LFS sample size is subject to change from
time to time in order to meet data quality or budget requirements.
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Sample Surveys 


Sample Surveys 























Chapter 3


Economist: The human
cost of the war in
Iraq -- ``A statistical
study claims that
many more Iraqis
have died than was
thought”

The Lancet 2006
``Mortality after the
2003 invasion of Iraq:
a cross-sectional
study” 

Science 2006 ``Iraqi
death estimates
called too high:
methods faulted”
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Johnson et al 2008 J Peace Research
``Bias in epidemiological studies of conflict mortality"



Iraq body count:

48, 693


Burnham et al. (2006): 601,027 (427,000 -- 739,700)

NEJM (2008):

151,000 (104,000 -- 223,000)


!

multi-stage cluster sampling


!

choose a random cross street to the main street


!

!

select a random household on the cross street to start
the process

interview that house and proceed to adjacent house until
40 houses have been surveyed 


Experimental Design 

!

!









Chapter 3


simplest case: randomized assignment of experimental units to
treatments

experimental unit: smallest subdivision of experimental
material such that two different units may experience
different treatments


!

patient, school, village, patient/period, cage, animal, …


!

randomized assignment to avoid systematic bias and for
concealment


!

in principle, any observed association between treatment and
outcome may be ascribed to the treatment


!

since all else is ‘equal’


!

issue in human trials: noncompliance with treatment – a form
of missing data
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Experimental Design 










Chapter 3


!

randomized block designs


!

experimental units grouped into homogeneous subsets

!

days, observers, subjects, litters, cages, …


treatments are randomized to units within subsets


!

subsets of size two are the simplest case – analysis based on
differences in responses eliminates block (pair) effects, since all
else is ‘equal’


!

issue in human trials: noncompliance with treatment – a form of
missing data


!

a notional partition of effects


!




ytb = ȳ.. + (ȳt.

ȳ.. )

(ȳ.b

Experimental Design 

!

ȳ.. ) + (ytb







ȳt.

ȳ.b + ȳ.. )



Chapter 3


leading to a traditional analysis of variance
table


Source


Mean
Blocks
Treatments
Residuals

DF

SS

1

⌃ȳ..2
⌃(ȳ.b ȳ.. )2
⌃(ȳt. ȳ.. )2
⌃(ytb ȳ.b ȳt. + ȳ.. )2

B 1
T 1
(B 1)(T

1)

this does not depend on the particular nature
of the response, nor on the balance in the
experiment, nor on the probability structure
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Observational studies

!

!

!

!
!

!






Chapter 3


cross-sectional study – each study individual observed at
one time point

information about the past may be collected at that
time (recall bias)

very difficult to make any causal interpretation, even if
the data are collected over a long time period

example: Canadian Survey on Disability

sometimes independent cross-sectional samples are taken
at several points in time, with the goal of identifying
changes over time

example: “Current and predicted prevalence of obesity in
Canada” (CMAJ Open, March 3 2014)


Observational studies

!












Chapter 3


example: Canadian Survey on Disability


Sampling design and stratification

The sample design can be viewed as a three-phase design where the first
two phases were for the selection of the NHS sample itself and the third
phase was for the selection of the CSD sample. In the first phase, sample
selection of the NHS itself corresponds to a systematic sample of
approximately one dwelling out of three across Canada in non-remote areas
(N1 regions). The second phase corresponds to subsampling of NHS non
respondents in N1 regions, a new procedure that was put in place to
mitigate the potential effect of non-response bias due to the higher nonresponse that resulted from the NHS. In this phase, a subsample of nonrespondent dwellings was selected for non-response follow-up (NRFU). 

In the third phase, the CSD sample was selected from the group of
individuals who responded to the NHS (including the NRFU subsample) and
reported activity limitations within the NHS. The sample was selected so
that there would be a sufficiently large sample in each estimation domain.
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Observational studies

!









Chapter 3


cross-sectional study – each study individual observed at one t


We calculated BMIs for adults aged 18 years and older who were not in
long-term care using data from Canadian health surveys administered
between 1985 and 2011. Calculation of the BMIs was based on selfreported heights and weights. 


Observational studies 







Chapter 3


!

Prospective observational study


!

Study subjects identified, followed forward in time


!

data often has longitudinal structure


!

!
!

sometimes possible to mirror closely a randomized
design

example: Women’s Health Initiative

“a major 15-year research program to address the
most common causes of death, disability and poor
quality of life in postmenopausal women -cardiovascular disease, cancer, and osteoporosis”
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Observational studies 

!
!

!






Chapter 3


Retrospective observational study

useful for rare events – prospective study may
require waiting a long time, and accruing an unnecessarily large amount of information on noncases

start with cases, and for each case choose one or
more controls, either at random, or matched on
key features


!

recall bias in determining explanatory variables


!

called ‘choice-based’ sampling in econometrics


Observational studies 


x=0
x=1

Population
y=0
⇡00
⇡10






Chapter 3


y=1
⇡01
⇡11

x=0
x=1

Prospective study
y=0
y=1
⇡00 /(⇡00 + ⇡01 ) ⇡01 /(⇡00 + ⇡01 )
⇡10 /(⇡10 + ⇡11 ) ⇡11 /(⇡10 + ⇡11 )

x=0
x=1

Retrospective study
y=0
y=1
⇡00 /(⇡00 + ⇡10 ) ⇡01 /(⇡01 + ⇡11 )
⇡10 /(⇡00 + ⇡10 ) ⇡11 /(⇡01 + ⇡11 )

odds ratio in
(b) and (c)
the same
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Bias and confounding

!

recall bias


!

publication bias


!

surveillance bias – high risk groups may be studied more intensively


!

!

!

ascertainment bias – screening appears to increase the risk in the
population

lead time bias – patients screened for a disease appear to have longer
survival times (also called length time bias)

survivor treatment selection bias – patients who will live longer have more
opportunity for treatment 

!

!

example: Redelmeier & Singh “Survival in academy-award winning
actors and actresses” Annals Internal Medicine 2001

see Sylvestre & Hanley “Do Oscar-winners really live longer than
successful peers?” Annals Internal Medicine 2006


Interpretation 

!

!

!

!

!









Chapter 9


to what extent can we understand why the data
are as they are rather than just describe
patterns of variability?

how generally applicable are the conclusions from
a study?

to what extent are the conclusions applicable in
specific instances?

what is meant by causal statements, and are they
justified?

how can the study conclusions best be integrated
with the knowledge base of the field?
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Causality 

!












Chapter 9


an explanatory variable C has a causal impact on
outcome on response Y if 

!
!

conceptually, C could have taken any of its allowable values

in an aggregate sense there is evidence that Y values at level 1,
say, of C are systematically different from those that would have
been obtained on the same individuals at level 0 of C


!

counterfactual 


!

an intrinsic variable cannot be causal in this sense

Causality 

!















Chapter 9


the value of randomization in pointing to causality
is in breaking the link between potential
confounders and response
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Causality 

!

!

!












Chapter 9


in an observational study, to investigate C as a
possible cause for Y we examine the relationship
between Y and C conditionally on all variables
explanatory to C

the possibility that there is an unobserved
confounder U is considered qualitatively – may be
unmeasured and known, or unknown

two sources of uncertainty: ordering in time, and
unobserved confounding


Bradford-Hill Criteria 







Chapter 9


!

strength of the association 


!

consistency of the association


!

specificity of the association


!

temporality – causes must precede effects


!

biological gradient – dose-response relationship


!

(biological) plausibility – consistent with known theory


!

coherence


!

experiment – based on a suitable (natural) experiment


!

analogy

Austin Bradford Hill, “The Environment and Disease: Association or Causation?,”

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, 58 (1965), 295-300
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Bradford-Hill Criteria 

!






Chapter 9


strength of the association 

!

!

larger effects less likely to be due to unobserved
confounders

Cornfield’s Lemma:




fAB > R
A

fB




RA : risk of A(> 1)

fAB : prevalence of B in group exposed to A
fB : prevalence of B in unexposed

“Cigarette smokers have a ninefold greater risk of developing
lung cancer than nonsmokers. … Any characteristic proposed as
a measure of the postulated cause common to both smoking
status and lung-cancer risk must therefore be at least ninefold
more prevalent among cigarette smokers than among
nonsmokers.” (Cornfield et al 1959)


Interpretation 

!






Chapter 9


to what extent are the conclusions applicable in
specific instances?
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